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Introduction
Argus Media welcomes the opportunity to respond to IOSCO’s Consultation Report on Financial
Benchmarks.
1. Argus Media and IOSCO’s work streams
Argus Media notes that energy and related commodity benchmarks published by price
reporting agencies (PRAs) are within the scope of the IOSCO consultation report. However,
IOSCO has already considered PRAs in a long and detailed work stream, which started in
November 2010. This work resulted in its Principles for Oil PRAs Final Report (PRA
Principles) — developed in collaboration with the IEA, IEF and OPEC — published in October
2012 and confirmed as appropriate by the G20 in November 2012 (see Appendix A).
IOSCO’s PRA Principles represent a carefully calibrated, proportionate set of principles,
designed with direct regard to the specificities of the physical oil and energy markets as well
as to the independent media organisations such as Argus Media that report on those markets
and publish reports containing price assessments, some of which third parties may decide to
use as benchmarks to settle derivatives.
IOSCO and the PRAs, together with the IEA, IEF and OPEC, continue to collaborate on
implementation of IOSCO’s PRA Principles, most recently at an implementation meeting in
Dubai in early January. As envisaged in IOSCO’s Final Report of October 2012, its PRA
Principles are being applied by the leading PRAs to all their commodity benchmark prices, ie
those they publish that are used to settle commodity derivatives. Argus Media is committed to
successful implementation of the PRA Principles.
Argus Media appreciates IOSCO’s recognition that a key work stream on benchmarks is the
development of an industry code, the Price Reporting Code for Independent Price Reporting
Organisations (IPRO Code). The IPRO Code is being finalised to incorporate IOSCO’s PRA
Principles, implementing the principles in one of the specific ways that IOSCO envisaged.
Argus Media notes that “the fact that IOSCO will continue to evaluate the success of price
reporting agencies in putting into practice the principles set out in the Oil PRA Principles will
serve as a test as to whether an industry code will be effective” (consultation report, pp29-30).
Argus Media urges IOSCO not to prejudge the outcome of this evaluation and to build on the
consensus that it has already achieved through its PRA Principles. Argus Media believes that
it is important that IOSCO’s 18-month evaluation of the success of the voluntary IPRO Code
in putting into practice the PRA Principles be allowed to run its course, without additional
measures being introduced that may be inconsistent with those PRA Principles. Any such
change in process regarding PRAs would be unjustified and may be detrimental to price
identification and transparency in energy and related commodity markets.
2. About Argus Media
Argus Media is a specialist news agency covering physical energy and related commodity
markets. Argus Media’s services are created by an international editorial operation with news
bureaus located in the world’s principal energy centres under the editorial direction of an
editor-in-chief, who reports to the chief executive and who has responsibility for the quality of
content. Its well trained journalists operate according to a rigorous and transparent Editorial
Code of Conduct and an Ethics Policy (available at: www.argusmedia.com/About-Argus/HowWe-Work) that align with the highest standards of journalistic best practice, including the
avoidance of conflicts of interest.
Argus Media is not a financial services company. Argus Media does not provide
financial/investment advice, broking or trading services. Its revenues are subscription based,
and are not affected by whether market prices rise or fall. In summary, Argus Media operates
independently of the energy and commodity markets that its journalists report on. Its
worldwide reputation and continued business success depend on maintaining that
independence.
Argus Media produces over 90 publications focusing on developments in the world’s
commodity sectors and containing news and analysis about supply, demand and inventories,
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the politics behind markets, corporate trends and price assessments. Argus Media’s coverage
extends much more broadly than price assessments used as benchmarks. Argus Media does
not determine which of its price assessments from its various publications are used as
benchmarks — it is the market itself that makes this decision. The vast majority of Argus
Media’s price assessments are not used as benchmarks to settle financial derivatives.
Argus Media’s clientele for publications including price assessments is much more broadly
based than market traders. Many subscribers to Argus Media publications do not directly
trade and instead use the information for research and other purposes. Subscribers include
intergovernmental agencies, national agencies such as tax authorities, consultancies, bank
commodities research departments, engineering and service companies, and a wide range of
commodity company executives.
Argus Media’s publishing business faces competition from other specialist commodity media
agencies such as ICIS, Platts, Opis, OMR, e-petrol, IHS McCloskey, Kortes, RIM Intelligence,
CRU and Metal Bulletin; other news agencies such as Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg and
Dow Jones; information services such as Markit and SNL; commodity exchanges; and broker
firms that produce price indexes. Commodity market participants are able to choose which
information agency to use, and which prices reported by such agencies to use as
benchmarks. The high level of competition in this marketplace drives standards relating to the
integrity of an organisation’s services.
3. Specific characteristics of commodity markets
Argus Media agrees with IOSCO that “the universe of benchmarks is large and diverse” and
that “a one-size-fits-all approach may not be appropriate”. Argus Media doubts that an
overarching set of principles can be developed that would be fit for purpose for all
benchmarks, given that markets, sectors and benchmark providers are so diverse. Any such
principles would need to be adaptable to the disparate global universe of benchmarks. Any
new principles would need to be appropriately applied to the specificities of physical
commodity markets, which differentiate such markets from financial markets, and to the
operating procedures of the PRAs, which differentiate their benchmark identification from
LIBOR-style panels, in ways that are fully compatible with IOSCO’s PRA Principles.
The motivation of commodity companies to engage in wholesale market trading may be
different from that of financial entities. Most commodity companies do not need to trade but
may choose to do so to optimise their operational system (eg production, supply and
distribution activities) or because market prices based on arms length trading are required by
accounting standards and by government authorities as references for taxation. Spot trading
is an ancillary activity for commodity companies, which focus on their main businesses of
production and commercial sales. Should the cost of trading become prohibitive or the risks
too high, commodity companies will simply withdraw from the spot market and thus reduce
physical market transparency. A lack of transparent markets and spot trading would remove
price mechanisms that guide investment decisions, and would also strengthen the position of
large energy incumbents and ultimately raise the cost of energy for consumers.
It should also be remembered that information, including spot market price data, is provided
to PRA journalists on a voluntary basis. Any new set of principles that materially alters, or
renders uncertain the application and scope of IOSCO’s PRA Principles risks deterring
companies from engaging in international commodity trading and from volunteering
information on trading to independent PRAs. This would damage liquidity and transparency in
international commodity markets.
As IOSCO comments, credible benchmarks should be representative, reliable, transparent and
subject to clear governance and accountability mechanisms. It is of critical importance that such
characteristics are not threatened or inadvertently damaged through precipitous regulation such as
the development of a new set of principles that lack a sufficient degree of adaptability to allow them to
be meaningfully applied across such a diverse range of benchmarks.
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Response to consultation questions 1-41
Chapter 1 — Scope
1. Do you agree with the scope of the report and intended audience? Are there other
Benchmarks or stakeholders that have idiosyncrasies that should place them outside of the
scope of the report? Please describe each Benchmark or stakeholder and the idiosyncrasies
that you identify and the reasons why in your view the Benchmark or stakeholder should be
placed outside of the scope of the report.
Argus Media notes that PRA benchmarks are within the scope of the current IOSCO consultation
report. However, Argus Media believes that there are powerful reasons why PRAs and the energy
and related commodity price assessments that they publish in their reports, and which market
participants themselves choose to use as benchmarks to settle financial derivatives, should not be
placed within the scope of the financial benchmarks work stream.
IOSCO has already considered oil market benchmarks and PRAs in a long and detailed work stream,
resulting in its Principles for Oil PRAs (PRA Principles) — developed in collaboration with the IEA, IEF
and OPEC — and published in October 2012 (see Appendix A). Argus Media is committed to
successful implementation of the PRA Principles and welcomes IOSCO’s reaffirmation of the wider
significance of the PRA work stream, where it says that “the fact that IOSCO will continue to evaluate
the success of price reporting agencies in putting into practice the principles set out in the Oil PRA
Principles will serve as a test as to whether an industry code will be effective” (consultation report,
pp29-30). Argus Media urges IOSCO not to prejudge the outcome of this evaluation and to build on
the consensus that it has built up through its PRA Principles, and hopes that IOSCO will ensure that
the evaluation will not be called into question or in any other way compromised by the new financial
benchmarks work stream.
Argus Media suggests that the wisest approach is to apply IOSCO’s PRA Principles, which derive
from work streams focused on oil markets, to all energy and related commodity market benchmarks
published by PRAs, as envisaged in IOSCO’s Final Report of October 2012, rather than bracketing
commodity markets with financial markets and PRAs with financial benchmark providers.
Any failure in further work streams to appreciate the idiosyncrasies of energy and related commodity
markets could pose risks because these markets are fundamentally and structurally different from
financial markets. IOSCO’s PRA Principles recognise that a “one size fits all” approach is not
appropriate for the many different kinds of benchmark in use in global markets. Argus Media agrees
with the Task Force that a “one size fits all” approach may not be appropriate for the universe of
benchmarks. Energy and related commodity markets have little similarity with interbank borrowing
markets, repo markets, equity markets, credit markets or currency markets. At root, energy and
related commodity markets involve the transfer of physical assets from producer to consumer. This is
very different from financial markets, where no physical asset is transferred or consumed. Another
idiosyncratic aspect of physical commodity markets is that their development is closely related to
infrastructure such as storage facilities and transportation networks that allow for supply optimisation,
unlike financial markets. Physical spot markets in commodities tend to develop only when localised
surpluses or shortfalls need to be cleared and/or when arms length market prices are required for
taxation purposes. Identification of such prices by PRAs has provided increased transparency, as
IOSCO notes in its PRA Principles: “PRAs meet a legitimate physical oil market need, have increased
transparency in the markets for physical oil, have facilitated hedging activities by creating benchmark
prices and have, to varying degrees, instituted policies that reflect a concern for quality and integrity in
their work-product” (PRA Principles, p5).
The work of PRAs depends on market participants voluntarily providing market information when
asked to do so. As IOSCO’s PRA Principles correctly recognise: “Because data are submitted on a
voluntary basis, precipitous regulation of PRAs or requirements that oil market participants who
submit data to PRAs submit all of their transaction data potentially could result in some oil market
participants to decrease or even cease their submission of data to PRAs” (PRA Principles, p8). A risk
specific to commodity markets, therefore, is that any new overarching benchmark principles that are
inconsistent with the PRA Principles as applied to energy and related commodity markets could
reduce transparency in physical markets, undermine the accuracy of published prices and make
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companies less inclined to use spot prices as references in physical and derivatives contracts. The
commodity industry could revert to the opaque supply and pricing arrangements that pre-date the
emergence of spot markets and hedging after the 1970s.
PRAs have idiosyncrasies that place them apart from other stakeholders in the consultation report:
a. IOSCO has already considered PRAs in a long and detailed work stream over two years,
resulting in its PRA Principles — developed in collaboration with the IEA, IEF and OPEC —
and published in October 2012 after consultation with stakeholders (see Appendix A). Its
recommendations were endorsed by the G20 in November 2012, are backed by all
stakeholders and are now being implemented during an 18-month evaluation period;
b. “IOSCO’s review of PRAs and oil derivatives markets concluded that PRA activities did not
raise systemic risks to the global financial system, as that term is understood. This
conclusion was similarly expressed by commenters to IOSCO’s consultation” (PRA
Principles, p22);
c.

PRAs operate in the energy and related commodity markets, not in financial markets;

d. PRAs are independent news agencies operating in a competitive media environment, not
financial services firms nor monopoly benchmark setters that represent financial services
firms;
e. PRAs identify prevailing market prices by employing professional journalists, not through
panel-based or other automated mechanisms;
f.

PRAs are not subject to the inherent conflicts of interest that affect some financial benchmark
providers, and have policies in place to avoid any conflicts of interest. PRA revenues are not
affected by whether market prices rise or fall, and are derived from subscriptions paid by a
wide range of clients, including commodity buyers, sellers and parties that do not trade.

In summary — given the conclusions of the previous work stream that produced the IOSCO PRA
Principles, together with the idiosyncrasies of energy and related commodity markets and of PRAs —
Argus Media believes that PRAs and the energy and related commodity price assessments that they
publish, which market participants may adopt as benchmarks, should be placed outside the scope of
the report.
Chapter 2 — Benchmark design
2. Do you agree that the design of a Benchmark should clearly reflect the key characteristics
of the underlying interest it seeks to measure?
Yes. This is a key requirement that IOSCO has already identified for commodity derivatives, in its
Principles for the Regulation and Supervision of Commodity Derivatives Markets (FR07/11,
September 2011 — see Chapter 3, Principles for the Design and/or Review of Physical Commodity
Derivatives Contracts).
Commodity exchanges (such as ICE and CME’s Nymex) already have regard to these IOSCO
standards when listing derivatives that reference PRA price assessments such as those from Argus
Media. Further, this is precisely the second leg of the implementation mechanism envisaged by
IOSCO for its PRA Principles — ie “use by a Market Authority in its rule approval and/or review
authority over derivatives contracts”.
It should be noted that when commodity exchanges list derivatives that reference PRA price
assessments as benchmarks for financial settlement, they invariably reference the editorial
publication as the reference source (see Appendix B). This is important because it illustrates the fact
that price assessments are published as integral parts of editorial publications that also contain news,
market commentary and analysis.
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Quality and integrity of Methodologies
3. What measures should Administrators take to ensure the integrity of information used in
Benchmarking-setting and that the data is bona fide? Please highlight any additional
measures required where Benchmarks are survey based. Please also comment on each of the
factors identified in the discussion on the ‘vulnerability of data inputs’ such as voluntary
submission, discretion exercised by Administrators. Are these measures adequately reflected
in the discussion of roles and responsibilities of the Administrator discussed in section E?
As an independent media group operating in a competitive environment, commercial success for
Argus Media and other PRAs is contingent on providing information of the highest quality. The
integrity of the data is therefore of utmost importance. IOSCO is already aware of the measures
employed by Argus Media regarding the integrity of data and of the continuing work by Argus Media
and other PRAs to implement the PRA Principles and the IPRO Code, which contain measures to
ensure the integrity of data used by PRAs. Argus Media is pleased to note that IOSCO recognises
different approaches to price identification (consultation report pp13-14), such as recognition that
averages, interpolation and judgment have a role in price identification, depending on the market.
It is worth emphasising that all of the market information gathered by Argus Media is supplied on a
voluntary basis to its editorial bureaus by market sources. IOSCO’s PRA Principles state that “A PRA
should encourage parties that submit any market data to submit all of their market data that falls
within the PRA’s criteria for that assessment” (PRA Principles, p14). Argus Media already does this as
it improves the integrity of the data. The consultation report goes further, stating with respect to PRAs
that “IOSCO strongly encouraged Submitters to submit all their market data so as to ensure the
representativeness of the inputs” (consultation report, p15). Argus Media believes that strong
encouragement by IOSCO to companies to voluntarily submit data to PRAs, rather than relying
entirely on PRAs to encourage their sources to submit all data, would improve the flow of information
and add to the integrity of data used in benchmarks. It would be beneficial to the price identification
process and to further the goal of representative, reliable and transparent benchmarks if any new set
of principles for all benchmarks included strong encouragement by IOSCO to companies to voluntarily
submit all commodity market transactional data to PRAs.
As regards the discussion on the “vulnerability of data inputs” such as voluntary submission and
discretion exercised by Administrators, Argus Media notes that in respect of energy and related
commodity markets on which Argus Media reports, its journalists proactively gather and receive
information from authoritative sources, interrogate the sources when necessary and crosscheck all
information according to the highest standards of professional journalism. This interrogative
journalistic approach produces more robust and reliable price information than an administrative
process of passively receiving information from submitters or from a panel.
As a general observation, Argus Media does not favour the term “Administrator” in relation to its
activities as a media organisation and publisher of price assessments, some of which are used by
third parties as benchmarks. This definition roughly captures some of its activities as a PRA, but price
identification in energy and related commodity markets is more complex and involved than the term
“Administrator” suggests.
4. What measures should Submitters implement to ensure the integrity of information provided
to Administrators? Are these measures adequately reflected in the discussion of a code of
conduct for Submitters discussed in section E? In particular, should Submitters submit all
input data and not a selection of such data so as to maximise the representation of the
underlying market? Please comment on any practical issues that compliance with such an
approach may give rise to.
It would be wrong to assume that Argus Media, as a journalistic PRA, assumes a passive role as an
“Administrator” of benchmarks. Argus Media’s role as an independent interrogator of market data to a
large extent alleviates concerns about integrity of data provided by market sources (or “submitters”).
This is a clear differentiator between PRAs and panel-based systems such as LIBOR and EURIBOR,
where panellists (or “submitters”) are inherently prone to conflicts of interest. In contrast to such
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panel-based systems, reporters and editors at Argus Media crosscheck data against market
information from other reliable market sources to help ensure integrity of information.
Nevertheless, the range and quality of market information obtained by Argus Media and other PRAs,
particularly since it is always provided on a voluntary basis, can be improved. As noted in response to
question 3, important improvements would be achieved if IOSCO and market authorities proactively
send a clear signal to market participants that provision of market data to PRAs is desirable and
beneficial.
Argus Media would naturally like as large a selection of data as practically possible when it assesses
prices but believes that the goal of a price reporting agency is not to acquire the totality of concluded
transactions — which is in any case not possible in commodity markets where reporting is voluntary
— but the publication of representative, reliable and transparent prices. Argus Media believes that this
goal is shared by IOSCO. Reliable and robust price identification does not require data on every
single transaction in the entire commodity market. Instead, it requires a sufficient amount of relevant
data, a point covered in the discussion on Quality and Integrity of Methodologies (consultation report,
pp13-14). Selective submission of data designed to manipulate benchmarks is already prohibited in
legislation in many jurisdictions.

Transparency of Benchmark methodologies
5. What level of granularity with regard to the transparency of Methodologies would enable
users to assess the credibility, representativeness, relevance and suitability of a Benchmark
on an on-going basis and its limitations with respect to their intended use? Relevant factors
could include; criteria and procedures used to develop the Methodology, type of data used,
how data is collected, relative weighting of data used, how and when judgement is used,
contingency measures (e.g., methods when transaction data is unavailable etc), publication of
information supporting each Benchmark determination, etc. Please provide examples where
you consider there are currently significant gaps in the provision of this information.
The IOSCO PRA Principles and the IPRO Code require a high level of granularity regarding
transparency of methodologies. Argus Media is working on the implementation of the PRA Principles
through the IPRO Code in relation to all of its energy benchmarks.

Transparency of contingency provisions for episodes of market disruption, illiquidity or other issues
6. What steps should an Administrator take to disclose to Market Participants and other
stakeholders the contingency measures it intends to use in conditions of market disruption,
illiquidity or other stresses?
Argus Media discloses contingency measures as its methodologies are designed to ensure
consistency and continuity in the price identification process, even in illiquid markets. It is important to
note that contingency measures are spelled out within methodologies, and prices are always
assessed in compliance with methodologies — never by stepping outside a methodology.
Please see response to questions 3 and 4 regarding the term “Administrator”.

Transparency over changes to the Methodology
7. What steps should an Administrator take to notify Market Participants of material changes
to a Benchmark Methodology (including to Benchmark components) and to take their
feedback into account?
The sections entitled “Changes to a Methodology” in the IOSCO PRA Principles and IPRO Code
require PRAs to take steps regarding material methodological changes. Argus Media is working on
the implementation of the PRA Principles through the IPRO Code in relation to all of its energy
benchmarks.
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Argus Media is committed to providing sufficient notice and engaging with stakeholders when making
material changes to a methodology, bearing in mind that all such steps should be consistent with the
overriding objective of ensuring the continued integrity of the benchmark, as the IPRO Code and PRA
Principles make clear. Implicit in this is recognition that there may be urgent situations where it may
not be possible to provide a standard period of advanced notice and stakeholder engagement. For
example, it was necessary in 2011 to rapidly introduce a specification on metals in gasoline trades
that composed the key Argus Media European gasoline index — which is a benchmark — because
regulatory changes relating to the biofuel component created unforeseen variation in octane
enhancers, some of which contained metals. PRAs have to respond quickly, in consultation with the
industry, to events affecting physical market infrastructure. Restrictions caused by mandated
timetables could damage the integrity of commodity benchmarks. This is understood by IOSCO.
Please see response to questions 3 and 4 regarding the term “Administrator”.
8. How often should the Administrator review the design and definition of the Benchmark to
ensure that it remains representative?
The IOSCO PRA Principles and IPRO Code call for “routine examination” of methodologies. Argus
Media is working on the implementation of the PRA Principles through the IPRO Code in relation to all
of its energy benchmarks.
As noted earlier, Argus Media is a media organisation that publishes commodity price assessments in
reports, rather than an “Administrator” such as those found in financial markets. Market participants
that subscribe to Argus reports decide whether a published price assessment is designed and defined
in such a way that it remains representative and, on that basis, determine whether they wish to
continue using it as a benchmark. If market participants decide that it is not and they do not, they are
able to choose a competing assessment and adopt it as a benchmark.

Governance
9. The Consultation Report discusses a number of potential conflicts of interest that may arise
at the level of the Submitters, between Submitters at different entities, and between
Submitters, Administrators and other third parties. Are there other types of conflicts of interest
that have not been mentioned that you consider may arise? If so, how best should these
conflicts of interest be addressed? Are the measures discussed in the Consultation Report
sufficient to address potential conflicts of interests at the level of the Submitters, between
Submitters at different entities, and between Submitters, Administrators and other third
parties?
Argus Media is an independent media organisation with no vested interest in the level of any price
that it publishes. Ownership is transparent — Argus Media is wholly owned by its employees,
directors and the family of its founder. Ownership of the company by market participants would be
impossible under the company’s governing articles and would not be accepted by the energy industry.
It would be incompatible for a PRA to be owned by its users and at the same time to be a signatory of
the IPRO Code.
Strict internal governance separates Argus Media’s editorial and commercial functions. All commercial
negotiations regarding subscriptions to Argus Media publications are dealt with by the company’s
sales and commercial staff. Price reporting staff do not participate in these negotiations, nor do
commercial staff participate in price reporting activities.
Argus Media is not a market participant, nor a provider of transaction execution, clearing or settlement
services. Argus Media does not operate an electronic platform allowing market participants to directly
post committed quotes (executable bids and offers) or concluded transactions.
The IPRO Code and IOSCO PRA Principles contain detailed provisions to identify, minimise and
manage conflicts of interest. Argus Media considers management of conflicts of interest to be a
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central part of its role as a PRA. Argus Media has a range of policies, processes and procedures in
place to identify, manage and mitigate any conflicts of interest that may arise in its business.
For example, all staff are required to declare in writing on joining the shareholdings of any energy
company that they may own. During their employment, staff are not allowed to deal in such shares
nor change their shareholdings. The company does not permit staff to trade in any commodity for
which Argus Media produces price assessments or reports. This applies to trading in physical
commodity markets, derivatives and any related instrument or investment vehicles that are tied to any
commodity assessed by Argus Media. Staff are forbidden from accepting gifts of a value greater than
UK £50 (US $80) and gifts of lesser value must be registered.
PRAs operate a business model without inherent conflicts of interest, in contrast to models such as
LIBOR (see Appendix C).
The consultation report identifies that economic incentives may cause conflicts of interest. It notes
that “Administrators who are commercial entities may have an economic interest in maintaining the
publication of the Benchmark even when the quality or representativeness of the Benchmark is in
question” (consultation report, p23). However, as noted above, it is market participants rather than
PRAs that decide whether a price assessment is sufficiently representative and reliable to remain in
use. Competition in the PRA sector means that if market participants decide that a benchmark no
longer remains representative, they are able to choose a competing benchmark. The original price
assessment that they had used as a benchmark may still be published, but no longer acts as a
benchmark. This occurs regularly, as recent changes of benchmarks related to the northwest
European gasoline market, the US domestic crude market and in other energy markets have shown
(see Appendix D). Benchmark transition in the financial markets is less common because of a lack of
competitive benchmarks representing the same underlying market.
Argus Media encourages IOSCO to ensure that any new principles for benchmarks that it may
develop are firmly pro-competitive, as competition between benchmark publishers is a key principle in
underpinning benchmark credibility, alongside those characteristics of benchmarks identified in the
consultation report (p10).
10. Do you agree that the Administrator should establish an oversight committee or other body
to provide independent scrutiny of all relevant activities and management of conflicts of
interest? Please comment if and why any different approaches might be appropriate for
different kinds of Benchmarks. What is the minimum level of independent representation this
committee or body should include?
Argus Media concludes that the discussion in section C.2 and question 10 have been conceived with
LIBOR and LIBOR-like Administrator structures in mind. An external oversight committee might be
appropriate for a benchmark Administrator that is a trade association representing market
participants, but it would be wholly incompatible for such a concept to be considered in relation to
independent media organisations such as Argus Media.
Argus Media has a nine-person Board of Directors, which includes five independent non-executive
members and which maintains oversight of the company’s activities, including in relation to conflicts of
interest and price reporting activities. Argus Media operates according to a rigorous Editorial Code of
Conduct and an Ethics Policy (available at: www.argusmedia.com/About-Argus/How-We-Work) that
align with journalistic best practice, including the avoidance of conflicts of interest.
Argus Media maintains an independent internal compliance function. The compliance function reports
ultimately to a compliance committee chaired by a non-executive director who is a market specialist. It
carries out regular audits of price reporting activities, paying particular regard to benchmarks, to verify
full and continuous adherence to the company’s compliance policy which is publicly available at
www.argusmedia.com/compliance. Further, an independent external auditor will verify Argus Media’s
compliance with the provisions of the PRA Principles as part of its compliance with the IPRO Code
and in conformity with IOSCO’s PRA Principles.
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Accountability
11. Should the Submitters establish accountability procedures to assess their compliance with
operational standards and scrutiny of Benchmark submissions?
Argus Media supports the careful balance that has been struck in IOSCO’s PRA Principles and the
IPRO Code regarding provisions concerning market data submitters (which Argus Media considers to
be sources, in the journalistic sense).
The IOSCO consultation report is clearly thinking in terms of non-commodity benchmarks when it
states: “To inform this work, the Task Force will: identify Benchmark-related issues across securities
and derivatives and other financial sectors and identify the relevant policy issues including… credible
governance structures to address conflict of interests in the Benchmark setting process within the
reporting financial institutions as well as in the oversight bodies” (consultation report, p7, emphasis
added).
Most physical commodity market participants that PRAs use as sources of market data and related
information are not regulated financial institutions. Much of the consultation report is focused on
financial markets, where submitters to the benchmarking processes are regulated financial entities.
Mandatory accountability procedures for regulated financial entities that are part of a non-independent
benchmarking procedure may be feasible. But physical commodity market participants are not usually
financial entities and always provide information to PRA reporters on a voluntary basis. Given the
highly diverse and international nature of commodity markets, in which market participants operate at
levels of scale varying from some of the largest companies in the world to small distributors, and in
different jurisdictions, it is difficult to envisage how a mandatory regime could be implemented in
practice on the submitter-side. Regulatory guidance that is designed for financial markets without
consideration of the different nature of commodity markets would prompt many participants in the
physical commodity markets to stop voluntary reporting to PRAs, damaging market transparency. This
would undermine rather than support the robustness of PRA price assessments that are used as
benchmarks.
IOSCO has already recognised and warned of this danger, noting that “requiring that oil market
participants who submit data to PRAs submit all of their transaction data potentially could result in
some oil market participants to decrease or even cease their submission of data to PRAs” (PRA
Principles, p34).
12. Are the measures discussed in the Consultation Report (e.g. Audit Trail, external audits
and requirement for regulatory cooperation) sufficient to ensure the accountability of
Submitters? Should additional mechanisms be considered?
Please see response to question 11.
13. How frequently should Submitters be subject to audits? Should these be internal or
external audits?
Please see response to question 11.

Accountability of the Administrator
14. Are the measures discussed in the Consultation Report (e.g., complaints process, Audit
Trail, external audits and requirement for regulatory cooperation) sufficient to ensure
accountability of the Administrator? Should additional mechanisms be considered?
The IOSCO PRA Principles and IPRO Code address issues such as the complaints process, audit
trail, external audits and co-operation with regulators. Argus Media is working on the implementation
of the PRA Principles through the IPRO Code in relation to all of its energy benchmarks.
Please see response to questions 3 and 4 regarding the term “Administrator”.
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15. If recommended, how frequently should Administrators be subject to audits? Should these
be internal or external audits?
The IOSCO PRA Principles and IPRO Code address issues such as internal and external audits.
Argus Media is working on the implementation of the PRA Principles through the IPRO Code in
relation to all of its energy benchmarks.
Please see response to questions 3 and 4 regarding the term “Administrator”.
16. Is public self-certification of compliance with industry standards or an industry code
another useful measure to support accountability? This approach might also contemplate
explanation of why compliance may not have occurred. If so, what self-certification
requirements would make this approach most reliable and useful to support market integrity.
Argus Media believes self-certification of compliance is a useful measure. This is why Argus Media
has taken a leadership role in the development of the IPRO Code, together with some of its PRA
competitors. IOSCO has described the IPRO Code as a “key work stream” on benchmarks. “The
IOSCO Methodology used to assess compliance with IOSCO’s principles makes clear that industry
standards are a possible method of achieving regulatory objectives” (consultation report, p29).
The IPRO Code is more extensive than IOSCO’s PRA Principles, including a requirement for public
self-certification for the many provisions applicable to price assessments which are not used as
benchmarks.

Code of conduct for Submitters
17. The Consultation Report discusses elements of a code of conduct for Submitters. Are the
measures discussed (e.g., adequate policies to verify submissions, record management
policies that allow the Submitter to evidence how a particular submission was given, etc.)
sufficient to address potential conflicts of interest identified or do you believe that other
control framework principles should be added?
Please see response to question 11.
18. What would be the key differences in the code of conduct for Benchmarks based on
different input types, for example transactions, committed quotes and/or expert judgment?
Please see response to question 11.
Chapter 3 — Approaches to enhanced oversight
19. What are the advantages and disadvantages of making Benchmark submissions a
regulated activity?
Argus Media is seriously concerned by the suggestion that the contribution of information by market
sources could be further regulated in commodity markets. As IOSCO itself has warned, this risks
reducing the amount of market-relevant information provided to PRAs by their sources, lessening
market transparency.
Given the voluntary nature of information supply and the journalistic nature of the process, Argus
Media’s concerns are based on the market impact of such regulation, and on the likely impact on legal
protection of free speech and the press in many jurisdictions. Regulating the relationships between
journalists and their market contacts would be inconsistent with fundamental press freedoms in many
international jurisdictions. Many international jurisdictions have fundamental legal protections in
respect of journalistic sources. Argus Media urges IOSCO to be cautious in this area.
Argus Media journalists identify prevailing market prices by taking a proactive role in gathering
material from sources operating in the commodity markets including by phone, instant messenger and
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email to find out about their involvement in the market and the involvement of others with whom they
trade. The journalists verify data by communicating with a wide range of market participants, to
crosscheck information. The sources they need to contact do not remain constant, but vary as
developments in the markets change. The need for direct regulatory approval of each market source
would inhibit journalists from responding efficiently to unforeseen market developments by seeking
new sources of information.
Market sources, as well as their compliance and legal departments, are likely to decide that, rather
than accepting and having to comply with a new level of regulation, it would be safer and simpler to
discontinue voluntarily supplying information to journalists. The result of regulating sources in a
voluntary process would therefore be less market transparency for market participants and reduced
robustness of price benchmarks.
Another consideration is that energy markets are global. Market information obtained by an Argus
Media journalist located in Country A will often concern a transaction regarding a delivery from
Country B to Country C, with the journalist’s sources located in Country D as well as in one or more of
the other countries. It would not be practical for IOSCO’s members to impose direct regulation on all
of these sources.
Please see response to question 11 for further concerns about regulating commodity market sources.
20. What are the advantages and disadvantages of making Benchmark Administration a
regulated activity?
Argus Media notes that IOSCO’s final report on PRAs does not recommend “making Benchmark
Administration a regulated activity” in the energy commodity sector. Rather, it recommends a twintrack approach to implementation of its PRA Principles:
“1.
Voluntary adoption and implementation of the principles by the PRAs in their internal policies
and procedures and/or through industry codes; and/or
2.
The use by a market authority of its rule approval and/or review authority over derivatives
contracts, as appropriate, to refuse admission to exchange trading or central clearing of any oil
derivatives contract that references a PRA-assessed price which, in the opinion of the market
authority, has been developed under policies and procedures that do not reflect effective
implementation of the PRA principles and call into question the reliability of an assessment” (PRA
Principles, p8).
Regarding track 1, Argus Media has already agreed to adopt and implement the IOSCO PRA
Principles. As noted earlier, Argus Media and two of its major competitors have developed the IPRO
Code, which is being finalised to incorporate the IOSCO PRA Principles. The IPRO Code enumerates
best practice for commodity price reporting by independent media companies. Regarding track 2, as
IOSCO has pointed out, market authorities already have powers of enforcement over the design and
admission of commodity derivatives contracts.
Any new principles developed for the universe of benchmarks needs to be consistent with IOSCO’s
twin-track approach for commodity benchmarks.
Regarding the disadvantages of making price assessments (whether or not they are adopted as
physical indexes or benchmarks) a regulated activity, it should be recognised that Argus Media is the
owner of intellectual property rights (IPRs) in connection with its benchmarks and the underlying data
used to produce them. These consist of copyright, database right, rights in confidential information
and trademarks. Any regulation must not conflict with the international protection given to Argus
Media’s IPRs.
21. Do you agree with the factors identified for drawing regulatory distinctions? What other
factors should be considered in determining the appropriate degree of oversight of
Benchmark activities (discussed in Chapter 3)? Please provide specific recommendations as
to how the distinctions discussed in Chapter 3 should inform oversight mechanisms.
Oil benchmarks have been extensively examined in the process leading up to the publication of
IOSCO’s PRA Principles. These principles are being applied by the PRAs to all of their commodity
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benchmarks, with the encouragement of IOSCO, which has stated: “PRAs also are encouraged to
implement these principles generally in order to avoid a two-tier approach to assessments” (PRA
Principles, p11). IOSCO has endorsed this wider application of its PRA Principles and discussed it
with the PRAs, which have accepted it. It would be inappropriate and unjustified if any new
benchmark principles deviate from these PRA Principles for the sake of artificial conformity between
commodity benchmarks and other dissimilar financial benchmarks.
The global nature of the commodity markets, the competitive and journalistic nature of benchmark
provision, and the nature of the relationship between physical commodity trade and market data for
benchmark assessment all mean that price identification in the commodity markets is distinct from
benchmarking in the banking and finance sector.
Argus Media agrees with the Task Force that a “one size fits all” approach may not be appropriate for
the universe of benchmarks. Accordingly, it may be helpful to consider the distinctions between
benchmarks (including the markets they relate to, how they are created and how they are used).
Regulatory or enhanced oversight should not be a blunt instrument. Distinctions referred to in the
consultation report may be relevant, but it is important that any conclusions reached about distinctions
and areas of commonality are based on evidence. Argus Media is unclear about the consultation
report’s reference to evidence that “failures in terms of governance and controls” may have occurred
in “benchmarks such as oil and gas” (ch 3, B,2, p36). Argus Media has been shown no evidence of
any failure of governance and controls with respect to its own reporting activities in oil and gas in over
40 years of operation. Furthermore, the IPRO Code and IOSCO’s PRA Principles are specifically
designed to avoid or address potential issues regarding governance and controls in future.
22. What distinctions, if any, should be made with regard to Benchmarks created by third
parties and those created by regulated exchanges?
Principles relating to benchmarks for commodity derivatives — whether created by regulated
exchanges or by third parties — are already elaborated in IOSCO’s Principles for the Regulation and
Supervision of Commodity Derivatives Markets. These principles encourage market authorities to “be
able to demonstrate that the price series or index that is referenced as a settlement price in a physical
commodity derivatives contract is a reliable indicator of transactions in the underlying physical market”
(pp21-22). A market authority following these principles “will want to determine that a PRA-assessed
price that is referenced by the terms of a derivatives contract accurately reflects the transactions in
the market that it purports to measure, the data are sufficient to represent that market and such data
are bona fide” (PRA Principles, p6). IOSCO’s commodity derivatives principles, combined with its
PRA Principles, establish standards for energy and related commodity benchmarks that should apply
equally to “a benchmark that is designed and administered by a regulated exchange” as to “when a
third party designs and administers a benchmark” (consultation report, p37).
The consultation report states that a regulated exchange’s benchmark “is based on daily transparent
transaction data”. Argus Media suggests that transparency in some commodity markets reported by
PRAs is greater or equal to transparency in commodity benchmarks traded on regulated exchanges.
For example, Argus Media’s European gasoline benchmark bulletin board publishes full transactional
information and the latest volume-weighted average as calculated according to a transparent
methodology (see Appendix E). In contrast, regulated exchanges do not publish full transactional
information (merely price and volume) and their settlement price methodologies are sometimes not
published.
23. Assuming that some form of enhanced regulatory oversight will be applied to an asset
class Benchmark, should such enhanced oversight be applied to the Submitters of data as
well as the Administrator?
Please see response to questions 11 and 19 regarding oversight of submitters (or market sources, in
the journalistic sense); and to question 20 regarding oversight of administrators (which in Argus
Media’s sector are media organisations known as PRAs).
In its discussion of approaches to enhanced oversight (A.1), the consultation report notes: “Although
in many instances the Submitters and/or Administrators may be part of regulated institutions, it does
not appear that the specific Benchmarking activities are explicitly subject to direct regulation” (p29).
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However, it is important to note that the act of submitting data to benchmarking activities is often
covered by market abuse regulation and legislation. For example, in Europe, submissions to power
and gas benchmarks are coved by the REMIT regulation (EU No 1227/2011). And submissions to all
benchmarks will be covered under proposals incorporated within the new Market Abuse Regulation
(MAR) and Market Abuse Directive — Criminal Sanctions (COM(2012) 420 and COM(2012) 421). In
the US, section 753 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act amended
subsections (c)(1) and (c)(3) of section 6 of the Commodity Exchange Act to broadly prohibit fraud
and manipulation in connection with commodity swaps, trading and futures. Section (c)(1)(A) deals
specifically with delivering market information to PRAs and Argus Media notes that, importantly,
section 6(c)(1)(C) provides a “good faith mistakes” exception to the prohibition of fraud and
manipulation: “Mistakenly transmitting, in good faith, false or misleading or inaccurate information to a
price reporting service would not be sufficient to violate subsection (c)(1)(A).” The EU’s REMIT
regulation similarly includes clarification regarding the status of good faith mistakes and Argus Media
hopes the new MAR will likewise do so.
24. What are the considerations that should be taken into account if the Submitters to a
Benchmark operate in an otherwise unregulated market (e.g., physical oil, gold or agricultural
commodity markets) and are not otherwise under any obligation to submit data to an
Administrator?
Argus Media appreciates the recognition in this question of the importance of the fact that providing
data to PRA reporters and editors is done on an entirely voluntary basis in energy and related
commodity markets. A key consideration that follows on from this is that the flow of information to
PRAs could be jeopardised if new benchmark principles designed for financial entities lead to
oversight measures that damage the relationship between PRAs and their market sources. As IOSCO
warned in its PRA Principles: “It is important to understand that these principles recognise that there
is no requirement on any physical market oil participant to submit transaction data to PRAs. Because
data are submitted on a voluntary basis, precipitous regulation of PRAs or requirements that oil
market participants who submit data to PRAs submit all of their transaction data potentially could
result in some oil market participants to decrease or even cease their submission of data to PRAs”
(p8).
Considerations that need to be taken into account before any mandatory imposition of oversight of the
relationship between market sources (or “Submitters”) and PRAs (or “Administrators”) include:
a) the global nature of commodity markets, which cover many different jurisdictions;
b) the complexity of commodity markets, each of which is affected by specific infrastructure,
quality specification requirements and contract terms;
c) implications for freedom of speech and press freedoms (as PRAs are media organisations);
the need for PRAs to have flexibility in their choice of and access to market sources to deal
with ever-shifting market conditions; and
d) the varying levels of scale of market participants in commodity markets, from some of the
largest companies in the world to small distributors.
For further discussion of these considerations, please see responses to questions 11, 19 and 20.
Argus Media believes that strong encouragement by IOSCO to companies to voluntarily submit data
to PRAs would be beneficial to the price identification process, helping ensure that the process results
in representative, reliable and transparent benchmarks.
25. Do you believe that a code of conduct, either on its own or in conjunction with other
measures outlined within the report, would provide sufficient oversight to mitigate the risks
that have been identified in Chapter 2? What measures should be established in conjunction
with a code of conduct? For which Benchmarks is this approach suitable?
Argus Media believes that the IPRO Code in conjunction with the IOSCO PRA Principles is the most
effective way of mitigating any perceived risks associated with commodity prices published by
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independent media companies reporting the physical commodity markets, some of which may be
used by market participants as benchmarks. Argus Media believes that the IPRO Code and IOSCO’s
PRA Principles provide a model for benchmark oversight in all energy and commodity markets.
26. What other measures outlined in the report, if any, should apply in addition to a code of
conduct? If you believe a code of conduct, either on its own or in conjunction with other
measures outlined within the report, would provide sufficient oversight to mitigate the risks
that have been identified in Chapter 2, what type of code of conduct should apply (e.g., a
voluntary code of conduct, an industry code of conduct submitted to and approved by the
relevant Regulatory Authority, a code of conduct developed by IOSCO, etc.)?
Argus Media believes that the IPRO Code and IOSCO’s PRA Principles are sufficient to ensure
credibility in commodity market price reports published by PRAs. It notes that “the fact that IOSCO will
continue to evaluate the success of price reporting agencies in putting into practice the principles set
out in the Oil PRA Principles will serve as a test as to whether an industry code will be effective”
(consultation report, pp29-30). Argus Media believes that it is important that IOSCO’s evaluation of
the success of the voluntary IPRO Code in putting into practice the PRA Principles be allowed to run
its course, without additional measures being introduced that may be inconsistent with those PRA
Principles. Any such change in process regarding PRAs would be unjustified and may be detrimental
to price identification and transparency in energy and related commodity markets.
27. Do you believe that the creation of a Self-Regulatory Organisation (e.g., one that exercises
delegated governmental powers) and itself subject to governmental oversight, whether or not
in conjunction with industry codes, is a viable alternative for sufficient oversight and
enforcement to mitigate the risks that have been identified in Chapter 2? For which
Benchmarks is this approach suitable? What if any complementary arrangements might be
necessary, such as new statutory obligations or offences for Administrators and/or
Submitters?
Argus Media believes there is no need or justification for an alternative to the IPRO Code and
IOSCO’s PRA Principles, especially during IOSCO’s “test as to whether an industry code will be
effective” (consultation report, p30). Please see response to question 26.
Please see responses to questions 11, 19, 20 and 24 for discussion of the implications of the
voluntary nature of market participants’ provision of market information to PRAs, the media
organisations that report on commodity markets. This data provision could be seriously disturbed by
“precipitous regulation”, as IOSCO has warned (PRA Principles, p8).
Regarding new offences, Argus Media supports prohibitions on any action that intentionally
manipulates or attempts to manipulate one of its commodity benchmarks. It is important to note that
any such prohibition should apply to intentional acts, recognising that allowance needs to be made for
“good faith mistakes” when market sources communicate information to an Argus Media or other PRA
journalist. As noted in response to question 23, offences for deliberate market manipulation already
exist in REMIT (EU No 1227/2011), the proposed new Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) and Market
Abuse Directive — Criminal Sanctions (COM(2012) 420 and COM(2012) 421), and section 753 of the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
28. Do you believe that, for some Benchmarks, reliance upon the power of securities and
derivatives regulators to evaluate products that reference a Benchmark or exercise their
market abuse or false reporting powers creates sufficient incentives for the Administrator to
ensure sure that Submitters comply with a code of conduct?
Argus Media believes that sufficient incentives are created for compliance with a code of conduct by
IOSCO’s Principles for the Regulation and Supervision of Commodity Derivatives Markets combined
with its PRA Principles. As noted in response to question 22, the two sets of principles encourage
market authorities to use their approval and review authority over derivatives contracts to ensure that
benchmarks used in commodity derivatives are reliable.
The greatest incentive for any independent publisher of a commodity benchmark is the commercial
success that accompanies its reputation for accuracy and reliability in a competitive PRA market.
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As noted in response to question 9, Argus Media encourages IOSCO to ensure that any new
principles for benchmarks that it may develop are firmly pro-competitive, as competition between
benchmark publishers is a key principle in underpinning benchmark credibility, alongside those
characteristics of benchmarks identified by IOSCO (consultation report, p10).
29. Do you believe that users of a Benchmark, specifically the users who are regulated or
under the supervision of a national competent authority, should have a role in enhancing the
quality of Benchmarks? Which form should this role take: on a voluntary basis (e.g., the user
being issued a statement that will only use Benchmarks that follow IOSCO principles), or on a
compulsory basis (e.g., the competent authority could request that users who are registered
under their jurisdiction should only use Benchmarks that fulfil IOSCO principles)?
Where there is strong competition in the provision of benchmarks, such as between PRAs in physical
commodity markets, benchmark users play an important role in enhancing the quality of benchmarks
through their adoption or rejection of a particular provider’s published price assessment for use as a
benchmark.
As noted in responses to questions 9 and 28, Argus Media encourages IOSCO to ensure that no
steps are taken which would diminish or damage existing competition between benchmark publishers,
since this is a key principle in underpinning benchmark credibility, alongside those characteristics of
benchmarks identified by IOSCO (consultation report, p10).
Given that most market participants in the commodity markets do not fall under the regulatory
jurisdiction of a particular market authority, it is difficult to see how an obligation in relation to
commodity benchmarks could be imposed in a non-distortive way, and which would not lead to
regulatory arbitrage and/or market disruption.
Chapter 4 — Data sufficiency
30. Do you agree that a Benchmark should be anchored by observable transactions entered
into at arm’s length between buyers and sellers in order for it to function as a credible
indicator of prices, rates or index values? How should Benchmarks that are otherwise
anchored by bona-fide transactions deal with periods of illiquidity due to market stress or
long-term disruption?
Argus Media agrees that observable transactional data (concluded arms length deals and verified
bids and offers) are an appropriate way to anchor oil, energy and commodity benchmarks, but
cautions that this should not be understood to mean that prices in physical commodity markets can
always be identified exclusively by using observable transactions. Argus Media publishes several
energy and related commodity price series that are based on observable transactions and which are
used as financial benchmarks. At the same time, Argus Media publishes several energy and related
commodity price series that are used as financial benchmarks which could not be based solely on
observable transactions. IOSCO’s PRA Principles recognise that published oil price assessments
may be based “on spreads or interpolation/extrapolation” (PRA Principles, p14). The same principle
applies to all energy and commodity markets.
Argus Media methodologies are designed to ensure consistency and continuity in the price
identification process, even in illiquid markets. Argus Media’s methodologies therefore spell out
assessment processes for use in periods of illiquidity, and prices are always assessed in compliance
with methodologies — never by stepping outside a methodology. Periods of illiquidity exist in even the
most actively traded commodity markets, making it necessary to use other market information such as
verified bids and offers to assess prices. These circumstances and assessment processes are
described in Argus Media methodologies. As the UK Financial Services Authority’s (FSA) and UK
government’s HM Treasury explain in their response to the European Commission Consultation
Paper on the Regulation of Indices: “In many cases, the use of transaction data alone could be
misleading. For example in the illiquid market for crude oil, a physical transaction at the start of the
day may not be the fair price at the end of the day when the assessment is made. It may be more
suitable to look at the final bid/offer spread.”
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Broker groups such as London Energy Brokers Association (Leba) and Tankard publish European
natural gas indexes based entirely on volume-weighted averages (VWAs) of deals across the entire
trading session and in a short time window. Tankard was launched in February 2013 (see Appendix
F). Leba’s indexes were introduced in June 2006, but despite this choice between broker-based
services and PRAs, Leba has never captured a significant share of European gas contract linkage to
floating price indexes. In less-liquid gas and power markets, VWA indexes such as those provided by
the brokers tend to favour the largest firms — often formerly state-owned companies or regional
monopolies — which execute the most transactions, placing new entrants at a disadvantage.
Moreover, questions remain over whether brokers can manage the conflicts of interest inherent in
deriving so much of their revenue from transaction activity while at the same time attempting to act as
an independent provider of price data. The UK FSA has said that brokers colluded with banks’ traders
in attempting to influence LIBOR rates.
Argus Media believes that the IOSCO PRA Principles and the IPRO Code are sufficient to ensure
credibility in the continuity of price assessment series in commodity market price reports published by
PRAs. Argus Media is working on the implementation of the PRA Principles through the IPRO Code in
relation to all of its energy benchmarks.
31. Are there specific Benchmarks for which you consider that observable transactional data
is not an appropriate criterion or the sole criterion? If so, please provide a description of such
Benchmarks and what value you think such Benchmarks provide?
Argus Media publishes several energy and related commodity price series that are used as
benchmarks which could not be based solely on observable transactions. As the UK Financial
Services Authority’s and UK government’s HM Treasury explain in their response to the European
Commission Consultation Paper on the Regulation of Indices: “In many cases, the use of transaction
data alone could be misleading. For example in the illiquid market for crude oil, a physical transaction
at the start of the day may not be the fair price at the end of the day when the assessment is made. It
may be more suitable to look at the final bid/offer spread.”
Transactions in any physical commodity market may take place that reflect the particular needs of one
market participant for a particular commodity at a particular time. These requirements may be unique,
and not reflective of prevailing market conditions. In this case, using this participant’s observable
transactions alone would be an inappropriate way to identify prevailing market value. This is one
reason PRAs need to consider other commodity market information, such as bids and offers from a
wide range of market participants. In commodity markets such as European natural gas and
electricity, following stakeholder feedback, Argus Media methodologies emphasise identification of
bids and offers based on a variety of information provided by market participants and informed
editorial judgment.
IOSCO’s PRA Principles recognise that observable transactional data are not appropriate as the sole
criterion in assessing oil benchmarks, stating that its hierarchy of “1. Concluded and reported
transactions; 2. Bids and offers; 3. Other market information” should be “consistent with the PRA’s
approach to ensuring the quality and integrity of a price assessment”, and that “nothing in this
provision is intended to restrict a PRA’s flexibility in using market data consistent with its
methodologies” (PRA Principles, p13). The UK’s response to the European Commission Consultation
Paper on the Regulation of Indices supports IOSCO’s approach with respect to the use of data in oil
market assessments. Argus Media and leading PRAs are working on the implementation of the PRA
Principles through the IPRO Code in relation to all of their energy benchmarks.
32. What do you consider the limitations or value in Benchmarks referencing asset classes
and underlying interests where there is limited liquidity? Please describe the uses and value of
such Benchmarks in the financial markets.
The value of energy and related commodity benchmarks is that they allow market participants to
manage price risk based on prices from the physical commodity market, where supply and demand
balances. Without such guidance from spot market prices, buyers and sellers would not be able to
interpret the balance that exists between supply and demand and the result would be supply
discontinuities. Energy and related commodity benchmarks act as components in commodity
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derivatives, which provide price risk management tools for producers, suppliers, distributors and
industrial consumers of energy and other commodities.
Price risk associated with fluctuating prices in the physical market, as it constantly balances, is
managed by financial instruments based on prices from the physical market. Market participants are
the best judges of whether liquidity in the underlying physical commodity has become so limited that it
should no longer serve as the basis for adequate hedging. A decision by market authorities or a
media publishing organisation such as Argus Media to unilaterally divorce the commodity price series
used in financial instruments from the underlying physical market on the grounds of low liquidity could
increase price risk and ultimately make supply less secure.
33. Do you agree that the greatest weight should be given to transactions in the construction
of a Benchmark and that non-transactional information should be used as an adjunct (e.g., as
a supplement) to transactions?
Argus Media believes that the IPRO Code and IOSCO’s PRA Principles are sufficient to ensure the
credibility of the weighting of transactions and non-transactional information in assessing energy and
related commodity market prices. IOSCO’s PRA Principles do not make non-transactional information
“an adjunct” to transactions. Rather, IOSCO’s PRA Principles state that a hierarchy of “1. Concluded
and reported transactions; 2. Bids and offers; 3. Other market information” should be “consistent with
the PRA’s approach to ensuring the quality and integrity of a price assessment”, and that “nothing in
this provision is intended to restrict a PRA’s flexibility in using market data consistent with its
methodologies” (PRA Principles, p13). Argus Media and leading PRAs are working on the
implementation of the PRA Principles through the IPRO Code in relation to all of their energy
benchmarks.
Please see response to questions 30 and 31.
34. What factors and how often should Administrators (or others) consider in determining
whether the market for a current Benchmark’s underlying interest is no longer sufficiently
robust? What effective methods of review could aid in determining the insufficiency of trading
activity within the market for a Benchmark’s underlying interest?
Competition in the PRA marketplace for commodity price identification provides market participants
with a choice of price assessment series to use as possible benchmarks. Market participants rather
than PRAs decide whether a price assessment is sufficiently representative and reliable to remain in
use. Competition in the PRA sector means that if market participants decide that a benchmark no
longer remains representative, they are able to choose a competing benchmark. The original price
assessment that they had used as a benchmark may still be published, but no longer acts as a
benchmark. Each PRA will make its own editorial decision about whether to end a particular price
assessment series, amend it or maintain it as the physical market evolves. These differing PRA views
in a competitive marketplace provide market participants with choice. Not all market participants may
exercise the same choice, but a market may eventually coalesce around one price assessment series
and adopt it as a new benchmark. Argus Media encourages IOSCO to ensure that no steps are taken
that could remove choice in energy and related commodity benchmarks, make such benchmarks less
responsive to changing market circumstances, and prevent these benchmarks from accurately
reflecting the physical price.
IOSCO’s PRA Principles and the IPRO Code require that “a PRA should engage in the routine
examination of its methodologies for the purpose of ensuring that they reliably reflect the physical
market under assessment” (PRA Principles, p13). Argus Media is working on the implementation of
the PRA Principles through the IPRO Code in relation to all of its energy benchmarks.

Transition
35. What precautions by Benchmark Administrators, Submitters, and users can aid Benchmark
resiliency during periods of market stress, mitigating the potential need for market transition?
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Competition in the PRA marketplace for commodity price identification provides market participants
with choice in benchmarks. This makes commodity benchmarking resilient during periods of market
stress and mitigates fears over market transition. Market participants, which may be market sources
(or “Submitters”), rather than PRAs (or “Administrators”), decide whether there is a need for transition.
Competition in the PRA sector means that if market participants decide in favour of transition they are
able to choose a competing benchmark. Not all market participants may exercise the same choice,
but a market may eventually coalesce around a transition to a new price assessment for use as a new
benchmark. Given market participants’ freedom to choose in these circumstances, market transitions
should not pose risk or cause market disruption and can be seen as beneficial if the transition enables
the market to coalesce around a different price assessment where the market determines that it is
more reliable and representative than the previous benchmark.
Market transition is facilitated by industry-standard contracts from ISDA and others such as the
European Federation of Energy Traders, which have standard default procedures in their contracts
that deal with the non-appearance of a PRA index and usually name another PRA in the agreed fallback procedure with additional fall-back mechanisms beyond that.
36. What elements of a Benchmark “living will,” drafted by a Benchmark Administrator, should
be prioritised?
This is not relevant for energy and related commodity benchmarks, as discussed in responses to
questions 34 and 35.
37. By what process, and in consultation with what bodies, should alternatives be determined
for Benchmark replacement?
Commodity PRAs such as Argus Media are in continual discussion with market participants regarding
the relevance and reliability of price assessment series, some of which may be used as benchmarks.
IOSCO’s PRA Principles and the IPRO Code require that “a PRA should engage in the routine
examination of its methodologies for the purpose of ensuring that they reliably reflect the physical
market under assessment. This should include a process for taking into account the views of relevant
stakeholders” (PRA Principles, p13). Argus Media is working on the implementation of the PRA
Principles through the IPRO Code in relation to all of its energy benchmarks.
38. What characteristics should be considered when determining an appropriate alternate
Benchmark? (Examples below) Should any of these factors be prioritised?
Level and Type of Market Activity
Diversity/Number of Benchmark Submitters
Length of historical price series for the Benchmark alternative
Benchmark Methodology
Existing regulatory oversight
Existing enforcement authority
Volume, tenors and contract structure of the legacy trades
Argus Media believes that the IPRO Code and IOSCO’s PRA Principles are sufficient to ensure
credibility in commodity market price reports published by PRAs. The competitive nature of the PRA
sector for energy and related commodity markets means that it is usual for a range of alternative price
assessment series to be available from different PRAs for any particular energy commodity. Market
participants may choose to use some of these price assessment series as benchmarks.
In Argus Media’s experience, characteristics considered by market participants in adopting a price
assessment series as a benchmark include market liquidity, the price assessment’s accuracy or
precision in reflecting market value and therefore its utility in hedging, the number of buyers and
sellers, resilience to disruption of the price series to infrastructure or weather events, and questions
over legacy contracts and basis risk.
39. What conditions are necessary to ensure a smooth transition between market
Benchmarks?
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Transition between benchmarks is smooth when companies introduce changes in a bilateral manner
with willing counterparties or through co-ordinated action promoted by a trade association. Transitions
have occurred in both of these ways in energy markets (see Appendix D).
Examples of transitions in crude and refined products markets are:
the move away from APPI Tapis to Platts Dated Brent as a benchmark in Asia-Pacific crude;
Saudi Aramco’s switch from Platts Dated Brent for crude sales to Europe from April 2000 to
IPE (now Ice) Bwave;
the LPG markets’ move from Platts weekly indexation to benchmarking using daily Argus
Media prices from 1993;
the move by US clean oil products markets in parts of the downstream value chain east of the
Rockies, especially in the US northeast, towards Argus Media over the past six years;
the switch from Platts WTI to the Argus Sour Crude Index (ASCI) benchmark for US refiner
supplies from Middle East exporters from January 2010; and
the switch in gasoline indexation to Argus Media in Europe in 2003
40. What considerations should be made for legacy contracts which reference a Benchmark in
transition? To what extent does a substantive legacy book preclude transition away from a
Benchmark? What provisions can be included in [new and existing] contract specifications
which would mitigate concerns if and when a Benchmark transitions occurs?
See responses to questions 35, 37, 38 and 39.
41. How should a timeframe be determined for market movement between a Benchmark and its
replacement? What considerations should be made for:
Altered regulatory oversight?
Infrastructure development/modification?
Revisions to currently established contracts referencing the previous Benchmark?
Revisions to the Benchmark Administrator?
Risk to contract frustration
In energy and related commodity markets, benchmark replacement occurs when market participants
adopt a price assessment as a new benchmark. PRAs may modify, adapt or amend the price
assessment methodologies in consultation with market participants to ensure the continued integrity
of a benchmark. The timeframe for such movement is determined by the reason for the market
movement in the first place and by the interaction of market participants and competing PRAs. In
some cases, the timeframe can be extremely brief, such as in 2011 when Argus Media rapidly
introduced a specification on metals in gasoline trades that composed its European gasoline
benchmark because regulatory changes relating to the biofuel component created unforeseen
variation in octane enhancers, some of which contained metals. In other cases, the timeframe can be
longer, such as the movement away from WTI as a US crude benchmark.
In the commodity markets, typically these moves are between existing benchmarks, and happen in an
orderly fashion. Revisions to established contracts happen bilaterally or are sometimes implemented
by market authorities. In commodity markets, such transitions typically happen without any disruption
events.
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Appendix A: PRAs and G20 work streams
In response to an initial request from G20 Leaders, IOSCO has undertaken an extensive work stream
examining the functioning of oil PRAs over a 24-month period. This work — conducted collaboratively
with the IEA, IEF and OPEC — has led to development by IOSCO of its Principles for Oil PRAs (PRA
Principles).
IOSCO has recommended its PRA Principles be implemented in respect of all commodity
benchmarks published by PRAs and the PRAs have endorsed this approach.
Earlier elements of this work stream have included:
the commissioning of external consultants to undertake independent analysis and
provide a detailed report on oil PRAs (2010-11);
the holding of a formal public consultation (2012); and
the holding of a number of stakeholder meetings with PRAs and others (2012-13).
The G20 explicitly welcomed the PRA Principles in November 2012 and endorsed their
implementation.
More recently, IOSCO held a stakeholder meeting with PRAs focused on implementation, which the
PRAs have already advanced. Further elements of this work stream are expected to be an
implementation questionnaire from IOSCO to PRAs (informally advised to be sent in the coming
weeks), an independent auditor report for each PRA on compliance with the PRA Principles (a
specific requirement of the principles) and an update to G20 from IOSCO on implementation
progress, as well as an assessment by IOSCO, the IEA, IEF and OPEC of the impact on the physical
markets.
Chronology of G20 and IOSCO work on Oil Price Reporting Agencies
Nov 2010
G20 Leaders’ Seoul Summit
G20 requests “the IEF, IEA, OPEC and IOSCO to produce a joint report, by
the April 2011 Finance Ministers’ meeting, on how the oil spot market prices
are assessed by oil price reporting agencies and how this affects the
transparency and functioning of oil markets”.
Dec 2010-Jun 2011

IOSCO, the IEF, IEA, and OPEC jointly appoint consultants Elizabeth Bossley
and John Gault to produce a preparatory report on oil PRAs. The consultants
hold extensive meetings with Argus Media and other stakeholders. Argus
Media provides substantial data and information to the consultants in
response to their enquiries.
The consultants’ report notes that “many industry respondents to this study
said they view the work of the PRAs to be of a high quality” and that “the
industry accepts the use of PRA prices knowing what each represents, and
knowing the differences among the methodologies”. The report states that
“despite [PRAs’] well-documented mechanistic methodologies for assessing
prices, an element of judgment is also essential. Even the most frequently
traded benchmark grades do not always trade in cargo-sized lots to coincide
with these price assessment timings, which have been chosen by the PRAs
to reflect the most active times in the trading day.” It notes that “with regard to
market transparency, PRAs fill an important role of collecting, collating,
editing and disseminating information. In the absence of PRAs, subscribers
would have to rely on alternative sources of market information and would
need to augment their own internal information collection and analysis
activities.” The report states that there is no single “right” methodology for
identifying prices in the physical markets, stating: “It is apparent that the job
performed by PRAs is complex and that there are significant differences
among the approaches adopted by each to pricing issues. None of the
approaches employed can be said with certainty to be more objectively
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correct than any other.” The report says “the methodologies of the two main
PRAs used by the industry are probably as transparent as they can be,
subject to the necessary exercise of judgment when actual deal evidence is
not apparent. Companies that choose to price by reference to one PRA rather
than another broadly know what they are getting from their chosen PRA.”
Oct 2011

IOSCO, the IEF, IEA, and OPEC submit their report to G20 Finance
1
Ministers, including the preparatory report produced by the consultants.

Nov 2011

G20 Leaders’ Cannes Summit
“Recognizing the role of Price Reporting Agencies for the proper functioning
of oil markets, we ask IOSCO, in collaboration with the IEF, the IEA and
OPEC, to prepare recommendations to improve their functioning and
oversight to our Finance Ministers by mid-2012.”

Jan 2012

IOSCO holds stakeholder meetings in Paris with Argus Media and other
PRAs.

Mar 2012

IOSCO holds a public consultation on “functioning and oversight of oil price
2
reporting agencies” to which 18 public responses, including from Argus
Media, are submitted.

May 2012

IOSCO produces its interim report “Update to G20 Leaders” .

Jun 2012

G20 Leaders’ Los Cabos Summit considers interim IOSCO report
“We also look forward to IOSCO’s recommendations to improve the
functioning and oversight of Price Reporting Agencies in November 2012,
which will be produced in collaboration with other mandated organisations
(the IEF, IEA and OPEC), and task Finance Ministers to take concrete
measures in this area as necessary.”

Aug 2012

IOSCO holds stakeholder meeting in Washington with PRAs and others, to
discuss the draft PRA Principles being developed by IOSCO in collaboration
with the IEF, IEA and OPEC.

Oct 2012

IOSCO publishes its PRA Principles .

Nov 2012

G20 Finance Ministers, Mexico City
“We welcome the report on recommendations to improve the functioning and
oversight of oil Price Reporting Agencies, and ask IOSCO to liaise with the
IEA, IEF and OPEC to assess the impact of the principles on physical
markets and report back. We also ask IOSCO to report progress on the
implementation of the principles in 2013. We reaffirm our commitment to
enhance transparency and appropriate regulation in financial commodity
markets, and thus we welcome IOSCO’s report on the implementation of its
Principles for the Regulation and Supervision of Commodities Derivatives
Markets.”

Jan 2013

IOSCO holds stakeholder meeting with PRAs in Dubai to discuss progress on
implementation of the PRA Principles and clarify various technical aspects.

Feb 2013

1

3

4

5

IOSCO to issue questionnaire to PRAs to gather additional information on
implementation progress of the PRA Principles and to inform IOSCO’s further
update to G20 requested for 2013.

Oil Price Reporting Agencies, Report by IEA, IEF, OPEC and IOSCO to G20 Finance Ministers, October 2011
CR04/12 Functioning and Oversight of Oil Price Reporting Agencies, Report of the Technical Committee of IOSCO, March
2012
3
IOSCO Standing Committee on Commodity Futures Markets, Update to G20 Leaders on IOSCO’s Consultation on the
Functioning and Oversight of Oil Price Reporting Agencies
4
FR06/12 Principles for Oil Price Reporting Agencies, Final Report, The Board of IOSCO
5
IOSCO has informally advised the PRAs of this upcoming questionnaire
2
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Appendix B: Sample press release from commodity exchange ICE announcing new derivatives
listings referencing PRA publications
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Appendix C: Joint PRA statement on factors differentiating LIBOR from energy market
reporting (July 2012)

Important Distinctions Between
LIBOR Rate Setting and Oil and Energy Market Price Reporting
Several recent media articles have attempted to draw parallels between oil and energy market price
reporting and the generation of the London interbank offered rate (LIBOR) indices. Argus, ICIS and
Platts, three independent price reporting organisations (IPROs) covering the physical commodity
markets and authors of the proposed draft IPRO Code, would like to clarify the fundamental
differences between the creation of LIBOR and the reporting and publishing of oil and energy market
price assessments:

Independence
The British Bankers Association’s LIBOR is overseen by the Foreign Exchange and Money
Markets Committee, which principally consists of representatives of the banks who contribute to
the LIBOR indices.
IPROs are independent of and have no vested interest in the oil and energy markets. Their
ownership is transparent, and strict internal governance separates editorial and commercial
functions. IPROs are not market participants, nor providers of transaction execution, clearing or
settlement services.
Use of IPRO price assessments is voluntary and at the sole discretion of the user.
Methodology
LIBOR is created by a panel process, and is based upon unverified contributions from participants.
IPROs assess oil markets based on observed transactional data and other market information,
which are then subject to verification and tested against real market conditions in order to
ascertain reliability, repeatability and relevance. IPROs exercise the right to exclude contributions
from the assessment process that do not meet these standards. The application of methodology is
done in a transparent and consistent manner, and methodology evolves constantly through open
consultation with stakeholders to ensure it remains robust.
Physical oil markets reported by IPROs are highly distinct from financial markets such as those
reflected by LIBOR interest rate indices. Physical oil is complex, heterogeneous and non-fungible.
In less liquid oil markets, prices need to be identified by verifiable bids and offers and by using a
complex series of price differentials that reflect the way the physical oil markets operate.
Competition
LIBOR indices are the product of a single organization.
Physical oil price assessments come from a variety of sources including IPROs. IPROs operate in
a competitive market, where numerous providers compete to gain the trust and confidence of the
users of their oil price assessments. Hence it is in the interest of all IPROs to maintain
assessments that are viewed by stakeholders as fair and unbiased.
Our organisations have played a significant role in increasing the transparency and efficiency of oil
and energy markets. We have no vested interest in the markets. We have developed reliable and
robust processes, and do not use panel-based pricing mechanisms like LIBOR’s, which by their
nature, can be prone to inherent risks and conflicts.
###
About Argus: Argus Media is a leading provider of price assessments, business intelligence, market
data, consultancy and conferences on the global crude, oil products, natural gas, electricity, coal,
emissions, bioenergy, fertilizer and transportation industries. Argus energy and fertilizer prices are
widely used by leading companies, governments and international agencies as benchmarks in supply
contracts, risk management and planning.
Argus is headquartered in London and has more than 400 staff in offices in Houston, Washington,
New York, Portland, Calgary, Santiago, Bogota, Singapore, Beijing, Tokyo, Sydney, Dubai, Moscow,
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Astana, Kiev, Porto, Brussels, Johannesburg and other key centres of the energy industry. Argus was
founded in 1970 and is a privately held UK-registered company. Learn more at www.argusmedia.com.
About ICIS: ICIS is the world's largest petrochemical market information provider, and has fastgrowing energy and fertilizer divisions. Our aim is to give companies in global commodities markets a
competitive advantage by delivering trusted pricing data, high-value news, analysis and independent
consulting, enabling them to make better-informed trading and planning decisions.
With a global staff of more than 550, ICIS has people based in Houston, Washington, New York,
London, Montpellier, Dusseldorf, Milan, Mumbai, Singapore, Guangzhou, Beijing, Shanghai, Tokyo
and Perth. The team covers over 120 commodity markets and has in-depth knowledge across
markets in upstream and downstream sectors in Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia-Pacific and the
Americas. ICIS is part of Reed Business Information.
About Reed Business Information: Reed Business Information Ltd brings market leading brands to
an audience of millions of decision makers worldwide through its multi-platform media of data
services, online lead generation services, community websites, magazines and events. Reed
Business Information Ltd is part of Reed Elsevier, a world leading provider of professional information
solutions in the Science, Medical, Legal and Risk and Business sectors.
About Platts: Founded in 1909, Platts is a leading global provider of energy, petrochemicals and
metals information and a premier source of benchmark prices for those markets. Platts' news, pricing,
analytics, commentary and conferences help customers make better-informed trading and business
decisions and help the markets operate with greater transparency and efficiency. Customers in 150
countries benefit from Platts’ coverage of the oil, petrochemicals, natural gas, electricity, coal, nuclear
power, shipping, and metals markets. A division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Platts has
approximately 900 employees in more than 15 offices worldwide.
About The McGraw-Hill Companies: McGraw-Hill announced on September 12, 2011, its intention
to separate into two public companies: McGraw-Hill Financial, a leading provider of content and
analytics to global financial markets, and McGraw-Hill Education, a leading education company
focused on digital learning and education services worldwide. McGraw-Hill Financial’s leading brands
include Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services, S&P Capital IQ, S&P Indices, Platts energy information
services and J.D. Power and Associates. With sales of $6.2 billion in 2011, the Corporation has
approximately 23,000 employees across more than 280 offices in 40 countries. Additional information
is available at http://www.mcgraw-hill.com/.
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Appendix D: Benchmark and index transition
The competitive nature of the PRA sector and the ability of market participants to move between
different price benchmarks and price references can be illustrated by examples.
In Asia-Pacific oil markets, many sellers have moved away from APPI Tapis to Dated Brent
as a benchmark.
Conversely, Saudi Aramco and its refinery customers moved away from Platts Dated Brent as
a reference price for physical crude sales to Europe from April 2000, using an IPE (now Ice)
Brent futures weighted average known as Bwave.
The LPG market moved progressively away from use of price assessments published in the
weekly Platts LPGaswire for benchmarking and price references once Argus Media began to
produce daily LPG price assessments from 1993.
In US clean oil products markets in parts of the downstream value chain east of the Rockies,
especially in the US northeast, benchmarking and physical contract price references have
moved towards prices published by Argus Media from those published by Platts over the past
six years.
The ASCI price reference for US crude imports
The price reference used by US refiners and Middle East exporters (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait
and Iraq) for US sour crude imports moved from Platts WTI to the Argus Sour Crude Index
(ASCI) price — a volume-weighted average of deals in three US deepwater medium sour
crudes — for cargoes delivered from January 2010 onwards.
European oil trading company Vitol “estimates that the new ASCI index was the benchmark
for about 4 per cent of global oil trade last year, up from zero in 2008”, according to the
Financial Times. Vitol “estimates that WTI was used as a benchmark for physical
transactions of about 20 per cent of global oil in 2008. By late 2011, that share has halved to
6
just 10 per cent,” the Financial Times says .
European gasoline
One example of a move in price benchmark — NW European gasoline — illustrates clearly
that “en masse” switches may take place without fear of collusion, and that cost and
practicality are more a fear of market participants than a reality.
Market participants created a European pressure group called the Oil Brokers Association
(OBA) to discuss alternative pricing arrangements to the Platts market on close (MOC) or
window for gasoline in northwest Europe. MOC had been introduced by Platts on 1 April
2003. OBA issued framework proposals on an “all-day” price assessment methodology and
issued it to all PRAs, inviting comments to be submitted by 27 May. By 1 July, nearly all
gasoline swaps contracts were based on Argus assessments rather than on Platts prices
produced under the MOC method.

6

WTI loses ground in physical oil market, Javier Blas, 21 March 2012,
www.ft.com/cms/s/0/601bff22-7339-11e1-9014-00144feab49a.html#axzz1pwhv6Zuv
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Appendix E: Argus European Gasoline Bulletin Board
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Appendix F: Tankard press release on launch of natural gas indexes
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